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FAQ’s/Important Notes: 

Notes: 
1. Master Edit has been given to the Watch Commander, Records Supervisor, and 

Records roles. 
a. Sometimes a Sgt or report approver will make edits to the officer’s report so long 

as s/he feels comfortable with the edits 
i. I.e. it’s just a typo I don’t need to fully reject, esp since this officer isn’t 

back on duty for a few days and we need the report to go to the DA. 
b. In these cases, the Sgt. or report approver has master edit and can make the 

edits w/o becoming the owner of the report or sending it back to draft. 
i. The sgt. Understands that s/he will become an author - this is okay. 

c. The sgt. Will then submit the report 
d. This gets the Sgt. or report approver in a weird spot if they ever write a report that 

then gets rejected. 
e. The work-around is that the sgt. Must call records and have records remove the 

master edit capability from the sgt/report approver role 
f. The sgt. Refreshes his/her page 
g. Sgt/report approver can then make the edits and resubmit his/her report. 

Incident Types: 
1. Incident Types are for NON-CRIMINAL events (Found Property, 5150s, Injured on 

Duty, Courtesy Reports, and Recovered Vehicles). 
2. Incidents and offenses are embedded on the same report, the only way to add an 

incident/offense to the report is at the time it is being written. Should you need to later 
add an incident/offense to that same DR number, you can only do so by taking the 
original incident/offense back into draft. OR by writing an incident supplement type.  1

3. Because an incident type could become criminal, we do not suggest using many incident 
types. 

4. Mark43 supplements can be created even without an original report. There is a 
supplemental type for incident. That is where an incident report should be added. 

5. This way, if the incident becomes criminal, an officer can link an offense report to the 
supplement report. 

DR # Format: YY-XXXXXXX 
1. Example: 18-0002039 
2. Do not forget your leading 0’s - Mark43 does not (yet) automatically remove them 

1 Mark43 is working on building out an offense supplement type. This will make this workflow not so 
cumbersome and is also critical for NIBRS. 
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REQUIRED On Person Profiles: 
Most of these fields are not actually required in the Mark43 system. But, just as officers 
would previously enter this information on paper reports, generally departments want to 
send out policy stating that officers should not be lowering their standards. Officers 
should be entering the same amount of information in Mark43 as they were on paper. It 
is helpful when departments stress the importance of collecting this data for the 
department - investigations, and just overall information. 

1. First Name 
2. Last name 
3. DOB 
4. Sex 
5. Race 
6. Ethnicity 
7. Height 
8. Weight 
9. Hair 
10. Eyes 
11. Home Address - City, State, Zip 
12. Phone Number [*Format: (xxx) xxx-xxxx] 
13. Occupation 
14. Try to get the SSN and DL#’s as this will help identify the person for the jail integration 
15. If known, Relationships 

a. This is in the involved persons tab 

Look up offenses by offense codes, not by offense name 
1. Remember for “wobblers” there are options to select “felony” or “misdemeanor” 

Modus Operandi: 
1. Use the “other” drop down option for this field 
2. That will create a free-text field to enter your MO 

Adding Unknown VIN/Plate Vehicles: 
1. Mark43 does not have an unknown vehicle button similar to the unknown persons button 
2. For an unknown vehicle, type “Unknown” in the vehicle Tag/Registration # field 
3. MAKE SURE TO DELETE UNKNOWN AS SOON AS YOU START TO ENTER ANY 

KNOWN VEHICLE INFORMATION 
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Adding Gun’s w/ Unknown Serial Numbers: 
1. Mark43 does not have an unknown firearm button similar to the unknown persons button 
2. For an unknown firearm SN, type “Unknown” in the serial number field 
3. MAKE SURE TO DELETE UNKNOWN AS SOON AS YOU START TO ENTER ANY 

KNOWN INFORMATION 
 

Person cautions: 
1. Create your report, do not add the person caution to the side panel of the person on the 

report. 
2. Instead, upon saving your report, select the person profile from the report, click on the 

view master profile in the upper right corner, select edit, add in the person caution. 
3. This will make the caution show up on the person profile instead of printing out on the 

report. 

Master Edit: 
1. If you have master edit and have “can edit” permissions on the report, you can edit that 

report without the report going back into draft. 
a. This is common for supervisors that might fix small errors like typo’s. Those 

supervisors will have master edit so s/he can make changes at his/her discretion. 
2. In some places, supervisors also write reports. This gets that person in a weird state 

should his/her report get rejected. This is because if a person with master edit capability 
writes a report that gets rejected, that person cannot resubmit the report. The person will 
need a department admin to remove the master edit capability from that person’s roles 
so s/he can re-submit the report. 

What drives the gang fields? 
1. All of our offense codes are mapped to UCR and NIBRS codes. Certain UCR and 

NIBRS codes require additional information. Offenses mapped to the below NIBRS 
codes drive gang logic in the RMS:  

a. 09A = Murder and Non-Negligent Manslaughter 
b. 09B = Negligent Manslaughter 
c. 100 = Kidnapping/Abduction 
d. 120 = Robbery 
e. 11A = Rape 
f. 11B = Sodomy 
g. 11C = Sexual Assault with an Object 
h. 11D = Fondling 
i. 13A = Aggravated Assault 
j. 13B = Simple Assault 
k. 13C = Intimidation 
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Reset Password: 
*Make sure your caps lock is not on when entering your password 

1. If you forget your password, select forgot password. You will receive an email with a link 
to reset your password. 

2. You have 4 attempts to get your password correct. We suggest rather than trying the last 
time, selecting forgot password and resetting. 

3. Should you lock your account you will need to wait 11 minutes to try again or contact 
your department appointed admin to reset your password. 

 
Language Cheat Sheet: 
 

South Bay Mark43 

Arrestee Defendant 

Routing Labels 

Crime Report/Case Report Offense Report 

CHP 180 Tow Vehicle 

849b Arrest Disposition of Release 

Freeze Manage report permissions 

ARS RMS 

Merge N/A 

Index Index/writing a report 

Routing Labels 

 

OFFICER WORKFLOW CHEAT SHEET: 

If Your Report Has Property: 
1. There is only one way to add property:  

a. Add your property by selecting ‘+Item’ on the Crime/Incident or Supp Report  
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i. Note that for this option, labels cannot be printed until this report is 
submitted (because labels will be printed from the Property Report, which 
is auto-generated upon Crime/Incident or Supp report submission). You 
can submit the report, print the labels on the Property Report, and bring 
the initial report back into DRAFT to finish. 

b. You must add an “ITEM NUMBER” manually under “+Identifier” when you enter 
in anything IN POLICE CUSTODY. Check the Property Report to see what other 
numbers have already been used.  

2. Property Locations: 
a. Our property locations only show up as you start typing. There is a list of the 

drop-off locations available on cheat sheets in the report writing room 
b. You can also type “Hawthorne PD” and all the temporary locations will appear.  

3. Printing labels: 
a. Click the checkbox on the property 
b. Select print label 

4. *Mark43 is not a digital evidence solution. We do not recommend scanning in or 
attaching evidence to any report. We recommend keeping this in a folder and creating a 
label for it as you would any piece of evidence. 

 

Hit and Run: 
1. Write your report traffic crash in Crossroads 

a. As soon as the Crossroads report has been approved, it will show up in the 
Mark43 RMS. 

Traffic Citations and Infractions:  2

1. Officers will write paper traffic citations and infractions 

2 For example speeding or a curfew violation. 
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2. Records will enter these reports using the citation report type. 
a. Report creation permission is locked down to the records and records supervisor 

role. 
i. These reports are set to be auto-approved upon records submission 

Stolen Vehicle Report: 
1. Complete a paper CHP-180 and give it to records 
2. Records will make JDIC updates 
3. Records will create a Mark43 Crime/Incident report: 

a. +Offense - Stolen Vehicle 

Recover a previously reported Hawthorne stolen vehicle: 
1. Officer completes a paper CHP-180 and gives it to records 
2. Records will update in JDIC 
3. Records will search for the stolen vehicle report in Mark43 RMS 
4. Records will update the UCR side panel 

a. If records can’t find the DR, confirm the DR number in SVS through JDIC or by 
asking dispatch 

5. If the previous report was written in Tiburon, records will create an incident report type 
for “Local Recovered Vehicle” 

6. Records will enter the information and then do the UCR classification for the recovered 
vehicle. 

Recovered another agency’s stolen vehicle : 3

1. Officer completes a paper CHP-180 and gives it to records 
2. Records will update in JDIC 
3. Records will complete a Mark43 Crime/Incident report: 

a. + Incident “Outside Recovery” 

Booking  
1. When an individual needs to be booked, the jailer will begin the booking process in 

Tiburon as usual 
2. After the jailer enters the last charge, he or she will submit the info to the county  

a. At this point, the arrest report will have been generated in Mark43  
i. Note that if the arrest report for that DR# has been started in Mark43 prior 

to the jailer/arresting officer completing the booking in Tiburon, the arrest 
report will NOT be created again in Mark43 (i.e. the integration will not 
run)  

3 This is if the vehicle is recovered with no one in it. If it is mobile (i.e. there is a driver) then this is going to 
be an offense/arrest report. 
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3. Upon finishing the booking process, the officer will search for the DR# in the Search bar 
in the top left of his or her Dashboard home screen 

 
4. The officer will select the Arrest Report under the correct DR#, and will need to fill out 

the Event Information card as normal (of note many fields will come over from CAD: 
CAD Event #, Address of Event, Call Type, Unit Call Sign, and Member Name [Primary 
Officer]) 

 
5. The officer will see that the following fields have been filled out:  

a. Arrest Date/Time, Arresting Organization, and Arresting Officer  
i. NOTE: The officer must manually select the Arrest Type, as well as 

various other fields that may populate based on Offense  
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b. Defendant profile 

 
c. Charges will auto-populate 

i. Note, if the charges do not auto-populate, that means there was not 
an EXACT match in Mark43. This is common for a variety of reasons. 
You will see the not direct matches in the narrative. The officer 
should add those charges to the arrest report and notify the records 
supervisor as that means they need to update the charge code to 
Mark43. 
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d. The County Booking # is added on the Court Case Card.  
e. Note: The officer must manually enter the Arrest Disposition and the Disposition 

Date/Time on the Booking Card  

 
6. The arrest report will start the offense report. 
7. The officer needs to navigate to the linked reports, select the draft offense report 
8. Officer needs to complete and submit the offense report 

Booking on a Warrant-Only Arrest: 
1. Follow the above steps 1 - 6E 

a. DO NOT CREATE AN OFFENSE REPORT FOR WARRANT-ONLY ARRESTS 
2. Note, below are your warrant charge options: 

a. HAWTHORNE WARRANT: FEL | 978.5 
b. HAWTHORNE WARRANT: MISD | 978.5 
c. OUTSIDE WARRANT: FEL | OUTWARR 
d. OUTSIDE WARRANT: MISD | OUTWARR 
e. FEDERAL WARRANT | US TITLE 18 
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4. Detainer Charge/Immigration Only: 
a. This is done by the jailer and will continue to be done by the jailer 

DETECTIVES: 

Assigning Cases: 
1. Navigate to the unassigned cases tab 
2. Select the case you want to assign: 

 
3. When assigning a case, you first select case type: 
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4. Then select the due date, assignee, supervisor(s), and case status: 

 
a. Note: There is a second box for reports when assigning cases. This is not a 

required field. But we have this in case you have multiple reports within a single 
case and some are still under investigation, while others might have a closed 
status. 

 
 
Note: Your admins can setup default case assignments based on each case type. The 
default settings will auto-populate when the user selects the associated case type. The 
default setup can be overridden whenever assigning cases): 
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b. Default Case Durations 
c. Default Case Status 
d. Default Unit or Personnel Assignment 
e. Default Supervisor(s) Assignment 
f. Default User Permissions (i.e. who can view the case type) 
g. Default Task Lists 

Closing a Case: 
1. You can close a case by hitting the “edit” button on the case. 

 
2. Selecting a closed ‘Case Status’ will move that case into the ‘Closed’ section within the 

All Cases board 

 
3. This will close the case, and the case will show up in a closed case search, however it 

does not remove the case from your cases. This is because you might need to re-open a 
case. 

4. To remove the ‘Overdue’ message from a case, you will need to request case approval: 
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5. This will put the case in pending (a Yellow P in the ‘APV Stat’ column) 
6. Upon supervisor approval, your case will be in the approved state (a Green check mark 

in the ‘APV Stat’ column) and no longer exist in your cases 

Important Notes: 
1. Make sure to notify records when a case is exceptionally cleared or unfounded 

a. For example, a 10851 - car is reported stolen but was actually impounded 
b. They need this to update their clearances on the UCR side panel 

2. Make sure that if there is an arrest that comes in that clears previous offenses - 
the arrest report links the prior offenses. Once linked the charge will automatically 
populate for the previous offense. Should the charge be different than the original 
offense, users can change the dropdown manually: 

3. If the linked offense is not in the system (say it was written before we went live) then you 
will link “legacy offense” 
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EVIDENCE: 

Adding a location 
1. Evidence personnel will be responsible for configuration-related Evidence items, like 

adding a location 
2. To add a location, first go to Admin Settings by clicking on your initials in the top right 

corner of the screen 

 
3. Under the Evidence section, select ‘Evidence Locations’ 

 
4. If a new drop-off location needs to be added: 

a. Click on Main Warehouse and select ‘+ Sub-Location’ 
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b. Fill out the name of the location and check the ‘Is Temporary’ box  

 

 
5. If a new permanent storage location needs to be added:  

a. Click on Main Warehouse, and select the location under which the new location 
needs to be added  

i. Example: New safe within blood drying room  
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b. Select ‘+ Sub-Location’  
c. Fill out the name of the location and DO NOT check the ‘Is Temporary’ box  

 

Filtering for Items that need to be checked into the Main 
Warehouse 
This filter will provide evidence personnel with a look at all outstanding items that an officer has 
checked into a temporary drop-off facility, and that have not yet been booked into the Main 
Evidence Warehouse. This would likely be the way Evidence personnel will start their day: 

1. Navigate to the Evidence module and select the ‘Filter Evidence’ button 

 
2. Make the Chain of Custody Status(es) equal to ‘Check In - Temporary Facility’  
3. Edit the Date Range as necessary 
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RECORDS WORKFLOWS: 

Reporting Party is Hawthorne PD 

Cite and Release in the Field: 
1. Officer will fill out a paper citation 
2. Records will create a Mark43 Offense/Incident Report 

a. +offense 
3. Link a Mark43 Arrest Report 

a. Use the arrow keys to make sure to put the highest crime at the top of the 
charges  4

4 Officers may not know this information, so records will make sure that the highest charge is at the top. 
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b. Make sure to fill out the arrest disposition and times on the booking card 

 

Warrant-Only Arrest (w/o a Booking): 
1. Officer will fill out the citation report 
2. Record will create an arrest report 
3. Fill out the report per normal 

a. Remember: 1 arrest report per body  5

4. On the charges card, select +add/edit charges 
5. Select the appropriate charge from the dropdown: 

5 NIBRS requires one "arrestee" segment per arrested person, similarly, MACR wants one row per one 
arrestee. Therefore we have one body for one arrest report. Sometimes, you will arrest one person and 
clear multiple crimes (let's say a string of 5 robberies, all written on 5 different offense reports). Instead of 
writing 5 different arrest reports and then indicating which ones to "count" for UCR/NIBRS and which are 
"duplicates." In Mark43, you just write one arrest report and link it to all 5 offenses. NIBRS knows to 
indicate just one as "count" and others as "duplicates" and officers won't have to do 5x the work. 
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a. HAWTHORNE WARRANT: FEL | 978.5 
b. HAWTHORNE WARRANT: MISD | 978.5 
c. OUTSIDE WARRANT: FEL | OUTWARR 
d. OUTSIDE WARRANT: MISD | OUTWARR 
e. FEDERAL WARRANT | US TITLE 18 

 
6. Note: You do not need to add +offense NOR +warrant 

Traffic Citations and Infractions:  6

1. Officers will write paper traffic citations and infractions 
2. Records will enter these reports using the citation report type. 

a. Report creation permission is locked down to the records and records supervisor 
role. 

i. These reports are set to be auto-approved upon records submission 

Stolen Vehicle Report: 
1. Complete a paper CHP 180 
2. Create a Mark43 Crime/Incident report: 

a. +Offense - Stolen Vehicle 
b. Records will complete the UCR classification for this report 

Recover a previously reported Hawthorne stolen vehicle: 
1. Officer completes a paper CHP 180 
2. Records will search for the stolen vehicle report in Mark43 RMS 
3. Records will update the UCR side panel 

a. If records can’t find the DR, confirm the DR number in SVS through JDIC or by 
asking dispatch 

4. If the previous report was written in Tiburon, records will create an incident report type 
for “Local Recovered Vehicle” 

5. Records will enter the information and then do the UCR classification for the recovered 
vehicle. 

 

6 For example speeding or a curfew violation. 
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Recovered another agency’s stolen vehicle : 7

1. Officer completes a paper CHP 180 
2. Records will complete Crime/Incident report: 

a. + Incident “Outside Recovery” 
b. Records will UCR classify the report to note the vehicle recovery 

i. This goes on their UCR property report 

Another Agency Recovers a Stolen Hawthorne Vehicle: 
Enter information for when another agency recovers a vehicle that was originally reported stolen 
in your agency: 

1. Records will get a teletype that the vehicle has been recovered 
2. Records will update the UCR side panel to say that the item is now recovered 

Use of Force Reports: 
1. Lt. Tomatani (Admin) will be writing these reports 
2. Report Creation is locked down to the Admin role 
3. Only report creator can edit; records supervisors can manage 
4. These have been locked down so that only Hawthorne default users can find 

a. ANY REPORT LINKED TO A USE OF FORCE REPORT (I.E. UNDER THE 
SAME DR) NEEDS TO ALSO BE LOCKED DOWN MANUALLY & 
IMMEDIATELY BY RECORDS! 

5. External agencies cannot see these reports 

Missing Persons: 
1. Officers will still do these on paper 
2. Records will enter these reports into Mark43 RMS 

Field Contacts: 
1. Field Contact reports will still be done in the field on paper. 
2. Each FI card turned in will require an FI card in Mark43 RMS (multiple FI cards can be 

linked under the same DR #): 

7 This is if the vehicle is recovered with no one in it. If it is mobile (i.e. there is a driver) then this is going to 
be an offense/arrest report. 
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3. Should there be multiple subjects on one FI, records can also enter multiple subjects on 

the same FI report in Mark43 RMS 
4. Records will enter these reports and scan the officer’s paper report into the RMS. 
5. Notes: 

a. Report creation permission is locked down to the records, records supervisor 
role, and crime analyst. 

b. These reports are set to approve upon records submission 
6. *Gang Field Contacts will be entered by their crime analyst just as they are now 

Courtesy Reports: 
1. Enter Courtesy Reports from another agency into Mark43 RMS using the appropriate 

report type (i.e. offense, missing person, etc) 
a. Scan in and attach the courtesy report 

2. Send courtesy reports your officers took to the agency for which it was written 
a. Note: This is an incident type 

DCFS/APS Reports: 
1. Enter DCFS (11116) and APS (368) reports into Mark43 RMS as Crime/Incident reports 

a. Scan and attach relevant paperwork 
i. Detectives will do the supplements as normal/required 

Registrants:  8

1. Records will pull a DR for these 
2. Records will create an “Information Report”. 

a. Notes: 

8 Might use a person caution on registrants. 
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i. In a separate system, detectives collect additional information on 
Gang/Sex/Arson registrants. This is handed off to records and records will 
enter the just of this information into the Mark43 RMS as an Offense 
Report type. 

ii. Narcotics do not require the same amount of scrutiny so records can 
handle these reports w/o requiring a detective 

1. Fun Fact: Sex registrants: have to come back every year on their 
birthday so detectives track that. 

2. Gang/Arson: Unsure of their qualifiers, but think they only need to 
come back if they re-offend. 

3. Community Information Card 
a. Reason for Contact = Registrant  
b. Disposition for Contact / Stop = Arson Registrant, Sex Registrant, Narcotics 

Registrant, Gang Registrant (you will be able to search by these) 
c. Type of Information = Registration 

4. +Subject Card 
a. The registrant will be entered here 
b. Records will be tasked with applying the appropriate Person Caution on the 

registrant (Arson Registrant, Sex Registrant, Narcotics Registrant, Gang 
Registrant)  

c. Records will need to edit the subject profile and ensure the following fields are 
filled in: Aliases, DL number, SSN, FBI number, Sex, Race, Hair Color, Eye 
Color, Height, Weight, DOB, and Scars/Marks/Tattoos 

d. Involvement Type = (Arson/Sex/Narcotics/Gang) Registrant  
e. Was a frisk involved = No 

5. Narrative  
a. Records can enter 'Arson/Sex/Narcotics/Gang Registrant' etc. in this field 

6. No other fields are required, yet there are options to add in associated vehicles and 
various other entities along with the given registrant. 

Restraining Orders: 
1. Records will pull a DR for these 
2. Records will create an “Information Report” 
3. Notes: 

a. Court will let them know if these are ever terminated, expired, or just need to be 
removed. 

b. These report types are premissioned to only allow creation by records 
c. These report types become approved upon submission 

Background Checks: 
1. Records will pull a DR for these 
2. Records will create these under the “Information Report” 
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Parking Citations: 
1. N/A: This is entirely separate and handled by an entirely different group in a different 

system 

Merging Profiles:  
Merge Profile Doc 

1. The jail integration is matching person profiles based on FBI #, State ID #, OR SSN # 
2. Should there not be a person profile that has any of those fields matching the person 

profile being booked 
a. *We do not match on criteria such as FN/LN because you would very quickly 

have multiple names that are the same to pick from and we could select the 
wrong “Jane Doe” and add bookings to their profile 

3. This means there will be a lot of duplicate master profiles 
4. Therefore, records will need to review every single arrest report that comes in to make 

sure the correct person is booked and merge any duplicates 
a. Records will get all the fingerprint results back so that is how they make sure the 

right person is booked and the correct information is in that persons profile 
5. We are super stoked for our own jail product that will basically alleviate a lot of these 

pain points! 

Admin Functions: 
1. Scanning and attaching documents in reports 

a. Don’t have scanners 
2. Create Court Packets (if not done by detectives) 
3. Arrest Report Double Checks: 

a. Make sure that arrest disposition is filled out 
b. Make sure to check that the highest crime charge is at the top of the arrest report 

4. Perform all NCIC actions (inquiries, entries, updates, etc) 
5. Respond to all window requests, public info requests, report requests and media logs 
6. Assist in pulling information for stats 
7. Update offense codes 
8. Adding Users: It is important to identify who can add users to roles within the system. A 

person can add users to a role if the person has the “Can Manage.” Below, Josh 
Armstrong can add people to the watch commander role, however Alex Bae cannot add 
users to the watch commander role: 
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9. Reset Passwords: 

a. Go to the admin page → Users → select the user that is locked out → find the 
unlock password button: 

 

Final Report Approvals: 
1. Records will review reports in the approved reports tab 
2. Records will do the UCR coding 
3. Records will then “freeze” or lock down the report permissions on each report 

 
 

4. Starting Screen: 
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5. Change Records “Can Manage” to “Can Edit” & hit the trashcan next to User or Group 

“Can Edit”. It should look like this: 

 
6. Records will then validate and UCR approve the report 

Seals/Redactions: 
2. In Hawthorne, records supervisors have master edit and are the only ones who can view 

report history. This is so that if a name-only needs to be redacted/sealed from the 
narrative, a records person can do that. Workflow: 

a. Print the report 
b. Go in and edit the report removing the name and replacing it with "SEAL" or 

"REDACTED" or whatever. Remove all other information that needs to be 
removed from the report 
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c. File the original (paper) copy away as your new copy will be updated. 
d. Should the name ever be unsealed/need to be un-redacted, the records 

supervisor (only) can look in the history of the report and see the changes s/he 
made 

e. *Of note, if a report needs to be sealed, it can be deleted entirely. We highly 
recommend making this a records-supervisor only permission to delete an 
already approved report. 

UCR: 
1. If there is a recover an outside agency stolen vehicle, records will need  
2. Before you start classifying, go to the section of the report you want to be able to view 

when classifying 
3. Scoring is counting the number of offenses after they have been classified and entering 

the total count in the appropriate reporting form. The appropriate scoring of Part I crimes 
is directly related to the two types of crimes involved - crimes against the person and 
crimes against property. 

MACR: 
1. Monthly Arrest and Citation Register (MACR) - a California arrest register that 

departments in California must provide the DA on a monthly basis. Our MACR report 
pulls directly from the arrest report. The end of month/final MACR report is generated 
through the Analysis Module in RMS. 

2. Fields MACR pulls from on the arrest report: 
a. Arrest Number: 

i. This is automatically generated in our system. We still need to see if the 
number we generate will be accepted by the state, or if we need to alter it. 
(Richmond was okay with it; Downey was not.) 

b. Highest Charge 
i. UCR only cares about the highest charge 
ii. We pull the charge that is at the top - please make sure to put the highest 

crime charge at the top (you can use the arrow keys to ensure the order is 
correct) 

iii. If this highest charge is not at the top of the arrest report, records can 
update this before UCR approving the report. 

iv. Select the ‘More Options’ dropdown and select “Add/Edit Charges.” 
v. Then use the arrow keys to reorder the charges appropriately 
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vi. For example, murder should be higher than theft; any new crime charge is 

ranked higher than any outside warrant charge 
c. Defendant: 

i. Name 
ii. Race 
iii. Birthdate 
iv. Sex 
v. Arrest date/time 
vi. Offense classification level (this is mapped in the admin page - 

delinquency; misdemeanor; felony) 
d. Arrest Type: 

i. On view/Probable Cause = arrest status of book (2 on MACR) 
ii. Warrant = arrest status of book (2 on MACR) 
iii. Citation = arrest status of cite (1 on the MACR) 
iv. Other = arrest status of other (3 on MACR) 

e. Arrest Disposition: 
i. Released (849b)= arrest disposition of released (1 on the MACR) 
ii. Turned over = arrest disposition of turned over (2 on the MACR) 
iii. Misdemeanor = arrest disposition of Misdemeanor (3 on the MACR) 
iv. Felony = arrest disposition of felony (4 on the MACR) 
v. Juvenile Court = arrest disposition of Juvenile Court (5 on the MACR) 
vi. Handled within the department = arrest disposition of department (6 on 

the MACR) 
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Return A (C&C): 
1. This information pulls from the UCR side panel, which in CA is only available on the 

Crime/Incident report when an Crime/Incident report is written 
a. Make sure to pay attention to incoming arrest reports that might clear previous 

offenses. When a new arrest report comes in, you should navigate to the linked 
offense and update the disposition status via the UCR side panel. 

b. We also recommend running a search at the end of the month for all unfounded 
and exceptionally cleared cases so that you can update the UCR coding on the 
associated offense report 

i. Positive: This is an entirely separate update than the detectives case 
closure updates. So your detective case closure will not in any way 
automatically affect your UCR reporting 

ii. Negative: You will need to manually update this for any clearances that 
come in after go-live but for offenses that exist in your legacy RMS. 

2. Notes: 
a. We do not allow for any UCR classification to be done from the arrest report 
b. We didn’t do a data migration so any legacy report that gets cleared will not have 

an offense report to do the classification from in our RMS 
3. Workflow: 

a. When you have an offense/incident report and arrest at the same time, this 
workflow is pretty straightforward 

b. The records supervisor will go into the report approval tab and filter for all 
Crime/Incident reports 

c. The records supervisor will open a Crime/Incident report 
d. Records supervisor will scroll to the offense information section, narrative, and/or 

property and evidence section of the report. (Whatever the records supervisor 
preference is for having as a reference when coding the report.) 

i. *This is important because this way the records supervisor can view that 
information while coding the report. Once you open the UCR classification 
section, you cannot scroll through the report so you need to know the 
relevant information for the UCR Classification. So it’s easiest if you’re on 
the relevant section of the report so you can reference it while doing the 
coding. 

e. Once the records supervisor has read the report and is on the section s/he wants 
to reference, the records super uses the hamburger menu and selects “UCR 
Classification” 

f. The records supervisor will fill out the side panel 

LEOKA: 
1. What drives LEOKA fields? 

a. Offenses mapped to the following NIBRS codes: 
i. 13A = Aggravated Assault 
ii. 13B = Simple Assault 
iii. 13C = Intimidation 
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Appendix I - UCR/MACR Submissions: 

Overview 
The UCR submission process in Mark43 consists of two main steps: 
 

1. Generating your monthly UCR reports via the Analysis module. 
2. Downloading your monthly UCR reports from the Analysis module. 

 
This document presents instructions for navigating each of these steps. 

Before You Get Started 
Prior to beginning the UCR submission process, please remember to: 
 

● UCR review and approve all required reports for the calendar month (e.g. June 2018) for 
which you are submitting UCR data to the state.   9

● Update the Offense Status (via the UCR side panel) of all Exceptionally Cleared and 
Unfounded Part I offenses.  10

 
Lastly, Mark43 recommends that you do not begin the UCR submission process if you have 
validated  a report for UCR within the last 24 hours. 11

Generating Monthly UCR Reports 
Y ou can generate your monthly UCR reports from the Analysis module. To access the Analysis 
module, click the Analysis icon on your Navigation toolbar.  
 

 
 
Upon navigating to the Analysis module, you can generate (and subsequently download) each 
of the eleven CA UCR report types that you need to submit to the state every month.  
 

9 For additional information on the UCR approval process, please refer to the UCR Workflow Guide. 
10 You can generate a list of Offense/Incident Reports containing one or more Part I offenses and an 
Offense Status of Exceptionally Cleared or Unfounded via the Report Case Status field in Advanced 
Search. 
11 Edited either the report itself or the UCR side-panel. 
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You will have to generate each report individually, one at a time. To generate any report, follow 
these steps: 
 

1. Choose the report type you want in your Analysis dropdown. 

 
2. Click the Filters icon and set your data filters for Month of Submission and Prepared By

. 12

a. For Month of Submission, always select the “is in range” dropdown option. Then 
input the first day of the month until (before) the first day of the following month 
(e.g. 2018-06-01 until (before) 2018-07-01). 

b. For Prepared By, input your agency’s designated preparer.  13

 
3. After setting your filters, click the Run button in the top right corner and wait for the 

report to load. 

 

12 The Prepared By data filter will not appear when generating the following UCR report types: Property 
Stolen by Classification, Monthly Arrest Register - Adult Jacket. Monthly Arrest Register - Juvenile Jacket 
and ARRC/Bias Supplement Information. 
13 Each agency can designate one UCR preparer whose name will appear on UCR report printouts. If you 
do not wish to list a UCR preparer on your UCR reports, leave the Prepared By field blank. 
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Downloading Monthly UCR Reports (Except Monthly Arrest Registers 
Containing More Than Thirty Arrests) 
To download any report, with the exception of Monthly Arrest Registers containing more than 
thirty arrests, follow these steps: 
 

1. After generating a report, click the Gear icon followed by the Download as PDF 
dropdown option. 

 
2. After a download window appears, click the Download button. 

a. Do not click the Legacy Vertical Dashboard checkbox. 

 
3. Save the PDF locally to your computer. 

Downloading Monthly Arrest Registers Containing More Than Thirty 
Arrests 
To download Monthly Arrest Registers containing more than thirty arrests, follow these steps: 
 

1. Hover over the dashboard to reveal a Hidden Gear icon  directly below the Run button. 14

 
2. Click the Gear icon followed by the Download Data dropdown option. 

14 Whereas the Gear icon is used to download data to a PDF file, the Hidden Gear icon is used to download 
data to an Excel spreadsheet. 
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3. After a download window appears, click the Download button. 

a. Do not change the default value or limit. 

 
4. Save the Excel spreadsheet locally to your computer. 

a. You can subsequently convert the Excel spreadsheet to a PDF file by printing to 
PDF within Excel. 

Submitting Your UCR Data To The State 
After you download all eleven UCR reports, you can submit the data to the state . 15

 
To comply with California UCR requirements, please remember to generate, download and 
submit each of the following UCR reports each month:  
 

● Supplementary Arson 
● Supplementary Homicide 
● Property Stolen By Classification 
● Property By Type And Value 
● Monthly Arrest Register - Adult Jacket 
● Monthly Arrest Register - Juvenile Jacket 
● DV Calls for Assistance Supplement 
● LEOKA Supplement 
● ARRC/Bias Supplement Information 

15 The method you use to submit UCR data to the state will not change in Mark43. 
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● Return A 
● Violent Crimes Against Senior Citizens 

Frequently Asked Questions 
Q: What should I do if I notice that information in a UCR report is incorrect? 
A: You should navigate to the originating report and/or UCR side panel in the RMS and edit the 
information accordingly. You should then re-run the UCR report no less than 24 hours later. 
 
Q: Why can’t I run UCR reports within 24 hours of validating a report for UCR? 
A: While all other reports in Mark43 update in real-time, the UCR report does not due to its 
reliance on a third-party integration. If you are unable to wait 24 hours, please email the 
Customer Help Desk. They can work with our engineering team to manually update the data in 
real-time. 
 
Q: Why can’t I download a Monthly Arrest Register UCR report containing more than thirty 
arrests as a PDF file? Why do I have to download as an Excel spreadsheet? 
A: Due to space constraints, PDF file downloads are limited to thirty rows of data. As such, if 
you try to download a Monthly Arrest Register UCR report containing more than thirty arrests as 
a PDF file, any arrest data after the thirtieth arrest will get cut off in the PDF. Therefore, you 
need to download as an Excel spreadsheet instead. 
 
Q: How can I input a synopsis of each homicide in my Supplementary Homicide UCR report? 
A: If you need to input additional homicide information in your Supplementary Homicide UCR 
report, you should download the report as a Excel spreadsheet rather than as a PDF file. After 
entering in your additional information, you can subsequently convert the Excel spreadsheet to 
a PDF file by printing to PDF. 
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